News Release
PROCURRI INKS GLOBAL EMC DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT FOR HBA PRODUCTS
Global distribution agreement provides end-to-end IT infrastructure services in 80 countries;
expands Procurri’s range of hardware to its global customers
Singapore, 5 October 2015 – Procurri, the global independent distributor of data centre equipment and
multi-vendor maintenance provider, today announced that it has signed a global distribution agreement
with EMC Corporation. Through this global agreement, Procurri will distribute and market EMC’s Host Bus
Adaptors (HBA) product line across 80 countries in Asia Pacific, Americas, Europe, Middle East and Africa
regions, offering Value-Added Resellers (VARs), Managed Services Providers (MSPs) and hardware brokers
the best-of-breed HBA products from Avago-Emulex, ATTO and Qlogic.
Beyond order fulfilment, Procurri will also be responsible for logistics, providing level 1 and 2 hardware
support, as well as management of non-functioning equipment and return merchandise as part of the
agreement. Warranties and other support services such as maintenance will also be supported by the
company, enabling Procurri to offer end-to-end IT infrastructure services to the enterprise channel
community.
Art Prutsalis, Global Alliances, Procurri said: “We are delighted to be authorized by EMC to offer the HBA
product to our global customer base. It is our expertise, speed and strength in supply chain logistics and
the ability to provide end-to-end IT infrastructure services, along with our developed ecosystem with
OEMs, VARS and MSPs, that led us to be the prime choice in the selection process. We are confident in
providing a strong product distribution channel for EMC’s HBA product line and we will strive to deliver
quality services to support their customers’ growing businesses.”
Ed Flachbarth, President, Procurri adds: “Our partnership with EMC echoes our commitment to expand
our global multi-platform hardware range and expertise to make our inventory and services accessible to
anyone, anywhere, through a local, single point of contact. As one of the world’s leading IT distributors
and an authorized distributor of EMC, we will continue to drive growth of the HBA product line through
our fast- growing channel network.”
Globally, Procurri offers services in IT distribution and asset recovery, hardware maintenance,
infrastructure-as-a-service, data centre relocation and other lifecycle services.
For more information on EMC-Procurri’s HBA product line, please visit www.procurri.com
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About Procurri Corporation
Procurri is a global, independent distributor of data centre equipment and multi-vendor maintenance
provider. With offices across four continents, we help our customers to optimize the value, performance
and life span of their IT infrastructure in more than 80 countries worldwide.
Being an innovator, Procurri solves data centre challenges via a channel-focused model that is backed by
our global footprint and team of experienced IT experts. Our customers include the world’s leading
companies from various industry segments as well as cloud and data centre providers and systems
integrators. With a single minded approach towards support and service delivery, Procurri is the trusted
partner of choice for your mission critical infrastructure around the world.
We are a subsidiary of DeClout Limited, which is listed on the Catalist Board of the Singapore Stock
Exchange.
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